BACKGROUND PAPER FOR FDA GUIDANCE DOCUMENT

I. INTRODUCTION

This document provides background and structure for the FDA to support development of a Guidance Document to industry on the development of abuse-deterrent formulations (ADFs) of prescription opioid products. It accompanies a Citizen Petition that requests the Agency to publish such a Guidance Document and to promote related incentives for industry to develop the ADFs. Content for both documents grew out of a meeting organized by the Tufts Health Care Institute in November 2006. Meeting participants are listed in Appendix 1. Details of the Meeting, including individual presentations can be accessed at http://www.thci.org/opioid/opioid_nov06.asp.

Opioid analgesics are an essential cornerstone in the management of pain, and increasing access to opioids is deemed an important step on the road to reduced pain and suffering. Availability of these drugs has improved markedly over the past several decades\(^1\); however, such access is also associated with a dramatic rise in prescription opioid abuse (POA)\(^2\), and has had consequences that include death\(^3\), non-fatal poisoning\(^2\), addiction\(^2\), entries into substance abuse treatment programs\(^4\), teenage suicide\(^5\), accidental pediatric ingestion\(^6\), direct health care expenses\(^7\), and societal costs\(^8\). The term “abuse” is used in diagnostic coding systems to refer to a specific substance use disorder\(^9\); however, in this document, we use “POA” as an umbrella term that refers to a group of behaviors displayed by individuals who may or may not be patients prescribed the medication, and who use the drug in a non-medically appropriate manner for the
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2. Overview of Findings from the 2004 National Survey on Drug Use and Health; revised September 8, 2005.


purpose of experiencing the psychoactive properties of the product\textsuperscript{10}. Behaviors encompassed under POA include chewing and swallowing an extended-release formulation to accelerate onset, taking several doses of an intact immediate-release product to experience euphoria, crushing a formulation and snorting it, dissolving an extended-release formulation and injecting it, or co-ingesting a prescription opioid with alcohol or other drugs to increase euphoria.

This background paper reviews currently recognized types of POA and offers a conceptual framework that may be used to establish deterrence potential for each formulation in relation to the subtypes of abuse. Note that we do not draw a distinction between \textit{abuse deterrence} and \textit{abuse resistance} – the terms are used interchangeably here. We also present types of statements that can be considered for inclusion in a product label, and outline the evidence required to support such statements. The current phenomenology of POA will undoubtedly continue to be clarified, and POA itself will evolve over time, as will types of formulation approaches that are developed to address this problem and the design and interpretation of studies conducted to elucidate the properties of putative ADFs. We thus do not attempt to comprehensively and permanently cover all possible development scenarios; rather we offer a general plan for consideration of these issues, one that will have to be reduced to specific guidance in the context of each specific product.

II. TYPES OF PRESCRIPTION OPIOID ABUSE

II a. Ingestion of intact formulations
Most individuals in the US who acknowledge non-medical use of prescription opioids ingest the formulation intact, and several sources indicate that, even among individuals in treatment for substance abuse, the oral route dominates\textsuperscript{4,11}. In the Treatment Episode Data Set (TEDS) almost three-quarters (72 percent) of primary non-heroin opiate admissions report oral ingestion as the route of administration, 13 percent report inhalation, and 12 percent report injection\textsuperscript{4,11}. Little information is available on routes of administration among less advanced abusers and among patients; however existing data suggest that oral ingestion is even more common among such individuals\textsuperscript{11,12}. And although ingestion of intact formulations is likely to be less dangerous than more advanced methods such as snorting and injection, abuse by the oral route is nonetheless problematic, since it is widely endorsed as the primary route of administration by the majority of both early and advanced users. Thus, the design of formulations that deter ingestion of excessive quantities of opioids, or that are safer after such intake, is a worthwhile undertaking.


II b. Chewing
Few, if any, published investigations exist on the frequency of chewing as a method of ingestion of prescription opioids, or on the pharmacology of opioids ingested by this route. A recent survey of nearly 1000 prescription opioid abusers found that approximately 20% of hydrocodone-acetaminophen users and 30% of extended-release oxycodone users chew their formulations, presumably to accelerate onset and peak effect\textsuperscript{12}. Since accelerated onset or increased maximal exposure may be expected to increase the likelihood of negative consequences of prescription opioid abuse, including overdose and addiction, the design of products whose pharmacokinetics are difficult or impossible to alter through crushing or chewing comprises another target of ADF development.

II c. Crushing and snorting
Crushing and snorting is a method of ingestion reported by a subset of abusers who begin with oral intake\textsuperscript{Error! Bookmark not defined.}. According to TEDS, approximately 1/3 of individuals in treatment for prescription opioid addiction indicate snorting (referred to as “inhalation” in the report) as their route of ingestion\textsuperscript{4}. In addition to the negative consequences of faster onset and greater maximal exposure that result from snorting, inhalation-related complications also include nasal and palatal perforations\textsuperscript{13}. Thus, designing products that are difficult or impossible to crush into a form that can be snorted is a goal of formulation development.

II d. Injecting oral or transdermal formulations
Use of the intravenous route of administration may parallel increasing levels of addiction\textsuperscript{11}, and may be accompanied by serious co-morbidities (HIV, hepatitis, pancreatitis) as well as societal and law enforcement consequences\textsuperscript{7}. Oral formulations are prepared for injection by abusers using a variety of means that include mechanical manipulation (crushing or otherwise disrupting the dosage unit), followed by single- or multiple-step chemical manipulations for dissolving the dosage unit in a common solvent such as water or alcohol\textsuperscript{14}. In the NAVIPPRO database of individuals that are primarily in addiction treatment, approximately 29% of extended-release oxycodone abusers and 65% of extended-release morphine users report injecting their products\textsuperscript{15}. Intravenous injection of prescription opioids is a public health problem unto itself, and designing products that are difficult or impossible to prepare for intravenous injection is yet another aim of ADF development.

II e. Co-ingestion with alcohol or other drugs of abuse
A number of sources indicate that co-ingestion of alcohol with prescription opioids is an aspect of POA that also presents public health risks. A significant number of individuals abuse both prescription opioids and alcohol: about 20% of emergency department visits related to

\textsuperscript{13} Greene D. Total necrosis of the intranasal structures and soft palate as a result of nasal inhalation of crushed OxyContin. Ear Nose Throat Journal 2005; 84(8):512-16.


\textsuperscript{15} Personal Communication, Stephen Butler, Inflexxion, Inc.. Presented by Katz NP at FDA CDER Advisory Committee Meeting, November 14, 2008; Transcript pages 44-60.
prescription opioid ingestion are associated with concomitant alcohol ingestion. Co-ingestion of alcohol along with extended-release prescription opioids can compromise the formulations and may lead to accelerated release of the opioid, with potentially serious consequences. One such product was removed from the market in 2005. Both alcohol and prescription opioids suppress respiratory and cardiovascular centers, and may increase the probability of fatality by acting synergistically. The design of products that are safer when co-ingested with alcohol is thus an appropriate direction for ADF development.

In practice, preferred routes of administration appear to be product-specific: for example, oxycodone-ER is primarily injected or snorted, whereas immediate-release hydrocodone combination products are predominantly ingested orally, with only 1% of abusers using the intravenous route. Gaining insight into how a specific opioid is abused is an essential prerequisite for developing abuse deterrence: thus, for the example discussed in II d above, designing injection-resistant formulations of oxycodone-ER would be warranted, but developing a similar formulation of hydrocodone-acetaminophen would have little public health impact, since this product is rarely injected. Moreover, depending on the goal of the product design, more than one approach to deterring abuse may be incorporated into a single formulation.

III. APPROACHES TO ABUSE DETERRENCE

Many conceptual approaches exist for achieving abuse-deterrence in an opioid formulation. Several categories of such approaches are listed in Table I and are described in further detail below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of abuse affected</th>
<th>Decreased extractability</th>
<th>Addition of aversive compounds</th>
<th>Agonist-Antagonist Combination</th>
<th>Prodrug</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intact Oral</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crushed/chewed oral</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crushed/snorted</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissolved/injected</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co-ingested with Alcohol</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The table is supplied to illustrate a conceptual framework, not to suggest that such advantages have been demonstrated.
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III a. Formulations that Resist Physical/Chemical Manipulation
The goal of developing such products is to thwart the alteration of release dynamics of the active pharmaceutical ingredient (API), or to prevent administration of the API via unintended routes. For instance, an opioid designed to be swallowed may also be crushed and injected, crushed and snorted, or chewed. Formulations that are targeted at averting these types of abuse are thus designed to reduce the vulnerability of the product to commonly performed mechanical, chemical, thermal, or other manipulations (Table 1, column 2). Various approaches to hindering these behaviors have been considered, including the use of gummy or hard formulations that resist crushing, and the addition of excipients that resist rapid extraction of the API in commonly available solvents or that render a formulation too viscous to be drawn up into a syringe after attempted dissolution. The value of these formulations is predicated on the assumption that creating roadblocks to tampering will render a formulation less abused in the community, though validation of this assumption will require direct evidence of such an effect. At the same time, however, these formulations must be designed such that the API, when taken via the intended route, is eventually released to provide the analgesic effect.

III b. Aversive Formulations
These products contain an aversive compound, and are developed to be safe and effective as analgesics when administered as intended, but to release the aversive compound when excessive quantities are ingested, or when the dosage unit is manipulated for the purpose of abuse. Several approaches are being considered, including incorporation of capsaicin (which is released upon crushing to trigger a severe burning sensation if sorted or injected), combination with a bitter ingredient to deter abuse via oral route, addition of an emetic or a malodorous substance (to cause nausea, and thus deter chewing), or inclusion of niacin (to cause an uncomfortable “niacin reaction” when ingested in excess, and to deter such experiences in the future) (Table 1, column 3). Challenges in designing these formulations include the additional burden of proof imposed on developers to demonstrate that the intended population suffers neither additional adverse effects nor any loss of efficacy in using these products: the degree to which such products actually deter abuse cannot be readily assumed.

III c. Agonist-Antagonist Combinations
These compounds are designed so that an opioid antagonist incorporated into the formulation is not bioavailable when the opioid is administered under intended conditions, but attempts to manipulate the product lead to activation of the antagonist (Table 1, column 4). The formulations may be achieved via various means, such as incorporation of a sequestered antagonist that is only released when the formulation is manipulated, or of an antagonist that is not orally bioavailable but is released when the product is administered via the intravenous or nasal routes. Agonist-antagonist compounds are designed to negate the euphoria associated with abuse of the drug, but in some cases they may also produce frank withdrawal. A potential advantage of these products is that the antagonist and agonist are designed such that they are difficult to separate without elaborate extraction procedures. However the sponsor has an additional burden of proof in determining that the antagonist produces no additional safety or efficacy limitations.
III d. Prodrugs
A prodrug is a precursor of a drug that must be metabolically converted into an active pharmacological agent\textsuperscript{19}. If enzymes in the gastrointestinal tract or in the plasma that metabolize the prodrug are saturable, then exposure to the active moiety will, in principle, also saturate when a threshold dose has been reached. When ingested orally, such a formulation would confer overdose protection and ceiling effects of other toxicities; however, this characteristic would also limit titrating to higher doses for therapeutic purposes (Table 1, column 5). Prodrugs are of special interest in the prevention of overdosing: no other ADF designs confer overdose protection for drugs that lack intrinsic ceilings for toxicity.

IV. TYPES OF EVIDENCE REQUIRED FOR DEMONSTRATION OF ABUSE DETERRENCE

Robust scientific evidence from adequate and well-controlled studies is needed to document that a product has abuse-deterrent features. The spectrum of such evidence, generated to support different types of assertions about deterrence, can be classified according to five general categories: results from benchtop studies, preclinical studies, human abuse liability studies, clinical trials, and epidemiological studies. Figure 1 indicates a rubric for how these evidence categories fit together in a continuum. From left to right, the data sources are arrayed in order of increasing persuasiveness with respect to public health relevance (external validity); data from studies listed further to the left are more easily obtainable and are more internally valid. Results derived from evidence categories that are further to the right of the conceptual schema are more likely to support explicit claims, whereas those from categories towards the left would, at most, support descriptions of studies in the product label.

\textbf{Figure 1. Totality of Evidence}

Studies purporting to inform about abuse liability should strive to meet a number of criteria: i) they should be \textit{comprehensive}, in that all relevant forms of abuse should be studied; for example, an \textit{in vitro} extractability battery should incorporate all commonly available solvents, not just an arbitrary selection; ii) they should be \textit{relevant for common types of abuse}: thus, for example, abuse liability evaluations of agonist-antagonist combinations should assess whether targeted reductions in euphoria occur subsequent to all relevant routes of administration; iii) they should be \textit{tailored to specific product characteristics}: for example, standard extractability tests that show imperviousness to an array of solvents would not be complete for a product that is easily

\begin{flushleft}
\end{flushleft}
defeated with simple mechanical manipulations; iv) they should be done according to standard scientific methodologies, including, as appropriate, prespecification of methods, measures, and endpoints; randomization; blinding; and use of validated outcome measures; v) important results should be confirmed independently; and vi) the experimental program should be conceptually connected to the public health benefits that each product purports to provide: for example, demonstrating that an immediate-release opioid combination product cannot be easily dissolved and injected would have little potential public health value, since these products are rarely injected at present: however, documenting a ceiling effect for the toxicity of such a product could provide an extremely valuable public health advantage.

V. CLAIMS AND LABELING

Sponsors seek the translation of clinical benefits associated with novel ADFs into claims that can be listed in drug labels; opportunities for including new labeling claims, and for targeting these claims early during the drug development process, offer powerful incentives to industry for seeking, developing and commercializing ADFs. Scientific evidence to support a tangible relationship between the types of experiments that can be conducted to predict real-world abuse and the real-world abuse that actually occurs is limited; this lack hinders the determination of when it is appropriate to include descriptions of such experiments or their implications in a package insert. Furthermore, lack of clarity about the beneficiaries of putative product advantages (all patients, only high risk patients, only non-patients, etc.) has made decisions about labeling more complex.

As detailed in a recent publication\(^\text{20}\), two types of fact-based labeling statements may result from abuse-deterrent methodologies: i) Implicit claims refer to data that might be linked to abuse; such claims could “hypothetically include product descriptions (‘formulated with an added ingredient in order to deter abuse’), summaries of extractability testing (‘does not dissolve in alcohol’), summaries of human liability studies (a trial showed less “liking” than an active comparator’), and summaries of potentially abuse-related adverse effects (“no euphoria or similar adverse effects seen in clinical studies”\(^\text{10,20}\)). Implicit claims may be included in the Drug Abuse and Dependence section, the Warnings, Precautions, Black Box section, or in the Description section of the label. ii) Explicit claims are based on direct documentation of reduced abuse with the novel formulation in relation to a comparator drug. Prolonged, well-controlled, clinical or epidemiological studies are needed to establish such a relationship, and no consensus exists on methods that are appropriate for conducting definitive studies of this type\(^\text{20}\). Below, we provide broad guidance for the types of evidence needed to support Implicit and Explicit claims; this guidance is outlined with the recognition that, in the early stages of development of such research methods, programs will need to be considered on a case by case basis, and standards in this field will likely evolve rapidly.

V a. Claims Based on Testing for Benchtop Tampering/Extractability

Extractability refers to making available usable quantities of API relevant to substance abuse from a formulation\(^\text{14}\). Extractability consists of at least four dimensions: ease of extractability,
purity of the extract, efficiency of the extraction process, and the potency of the resulting product. It is widely accepted that individuals with substance abuse disorders prefer products with fast onset (Tmax) and high degrees of exposure (Cmax)\textsuperscript{21}, and that they will manipulate prescription drug formulations in order to “improve” product pharmacokinetics, often by altering the route of administration. Products that are more extractable have been shown to be more attractive to abusers, although this may vary by subpopulation\textsuperscript{22}. Extractability is thus presumed to be related to abuse liability, and scheduling decisions have been made in part on extractability\textsuperscript{23}. The term “tampering” (or “tamperability”) is used primarily to focus on thwarting the delivery system: for example, to defeat a metering system into releasing more than the prescribed dose, or to bypass a controlled release mechanism. Unfortunately, however, use of this term creates the possibility of confusion with the phrase “tamper-resistant packaging”. Since there is no consensus on use of this terminology, the two terms are often used interchangeably.

Extraction procedures described in the literature\textsuperscript{14,24} generally fall into the following categories: physical manipulation (e.g. chewing, crushing, cutting); single-step chemical manipulation (e.g. dissolving in water); multi-step chemical manipulations (e.g. dissolving in alcohol, evaporating, then dissolving in water); and complex laboratory extractions\textsuperscript{14}. A core Standardized Extractability Battery has been proposed\textsuperscript{14,24}, but no battery, however complete, can substitute for a vigorous attempt to identify the vulnerabilities to extraction that are peculiar to a specific product. Such vulnerabilities are always relative, in that the active ingredient will eventually be extractable with sufficient time or effort; additional customized tests are thus frequently needed. Intrinsic factors such as the purity of the extract, efficiency of extraction, difficulty of the extraction process, and potency of the extract, as well as extrinsic factors such as price, availability, and access to alternative products\textsuperscript{11}, may all affect the extent to which individuals in the marketplace will attempt to use extraction procedures. The degree to which specific extractability profiles translate into abuse resistance in the real world has not been systematically examined, and is difficult to predict in advance of actual clinical experience; it will likely change with changing conditions.

To be comprehensive, studies that evaluate extractability must include assessments of obvious mechanical manipulations related to the specific product (e.g. removing the gel from a reservoir patch or crushing a tablet), as well as chemical extractability experiments using a battery of


commonly available solvents (including alcohol) tested over a range of temperatures; relevant active comparators must be studied under identical conditions. To the extent possible, study designs for extractability should simulate real-world procedures: for example, tests aimed at examining vulnerability to intravenous injection should use realistic volumes, solvents, needle and syringe sizes, and procedures. Types of extractability experiments will differ with the type of formulation: evaluation of ADFs that are resistant to mechanical or chemical manipulations may focus on resistance to such extraction procedures, whereas assessment of agonist-antagonist formulations may need to focus on the difficulty of separating the antagonist from agonist-containing extracts. Sponsors are encouraged to develop and validate overall metrics of extractability.

Potential advantages conferred by reduced extractability (Table 1, Column 1) include decreased injection, curtailed snorting, lower euphoria or reinforcement produced by the manipulated product, lack of dose dumping or reduced release when co-administered with alcohol, or decreased overall abuse. Since the relevance of various extractability profiles to decreasing actual abuse has not been systematically examined, overall claims about extractability are not, in general, supportable with benchtop studies alone, although descriptions of studies using adequate methodology can be considered for inclusion in the product label. Any clinical benefits of decreased extractability should be demonstrated directly in appropriate clinical or epidemiologic studies.

Vb. Claims based on preclinical testing
This section addresses the role of preclinical assays in the development and labeling of opioid analgesics that are assumed or known to have high abuse liability, but that are being developed in an ADF. Preclinical testing can focus on analgesia or on abuse potential.

Since most ADFs include compounds that are already established analgesics, preclinical studies of analgesia will not, in general, add new information. Exceptions where such testing might be useful include the evaluation of partial agonists or agonist-antagonists for which the therapeutic index is unknown (e.g. the relationship between analgesia and respiratory depression), for which the pharmacokinetics of the new formulation need to be defined, for which the impact of additional actives may influence the analgesic properties of the parent compound, or for which preclinical testing can be used to evaluate proof-of-concept for prodrugs or other products with unique pharmacology. Detailed discussion of the role of preclinical analgesic assays in drug development is beyond the scope of this document.

Preclinical studies for evaluating abuse potential fall into three broad groups: drug discrimination, drug self-administration, and drug dependence studies. Below, we further consider such assessments where applicable. In many cases, preclinical studies will likely not be informative – they should not be undertaken without clear justification. The following discussion presents situations in which preclinical studies may be informative.

Products designed to decrease extractability. Preclinical testing can usefully evaluate the PK of the formulation administered by intended and unintended routes, and under select circumstances can provide a preliminary sense of whether an ADF or its derivative forms (crushed, dissolved, etc.) will be readily bioavailable via alternative routes of administration. An additional role of
preclinical testing of ADFs relates to safety under conditions of abuse. The issue of whether or not improved safety of ADFs for abusers who use altered routes of administration is an important goal of drug development is yet to be resolved. Nonetheless, formulations that produce life-threatening toxicity under conditions of abuse may not achieve their public health goals, and preclinical testing may provide insight into such safety issues.

**Agonist/Antagonist Combinations.** These products are designed to inactivate the parent opioid upon conditions of tampering, or when the intended route of administration is altered; such an approach generates questions that are usefully addressed by preclinical studies. PK of both parent and antagonist can be explored preclinically, as can the PD effects of exposure to antagonist under conditions that simulate human ingestion via intended and unintended routes: such studies may help in optimizing formulations. Dependence, withdrawal, self-administration, and discrimination studies may help determine the extent to which exposure to antagonist reduces abuse potential.

**Aversive formulations.** The degree to which exposure to an aversive agent alters self-administration can be explored preclinically; however, the extent to which such studies predict human use is unknown.

**Prodrugs.** Examples of ADFs of prodrugs include products that are inactive upon intravenous or nasal administration (i.e. they require activation in the gastrointestinal tract), have ceiling effects for respiratory depression due to saturation of the metabolic processes that are required for activation, or have slow onset (for chronic pain). Preclinical studies can be used to explore the PK-PD relationship of these products when administered by intended and unintended routes, and for standard abuse liability assessments.

**Drug combinations to diminish abuse potential.** The value in reducing abuse potential of the parent compound by adding compounds that selectively block its abuse-related effects can be examined with preclinical abuse potential models.

For all of the above types of formulations and circumstances of abuse, the predictive validity of preclinical models for human abuse is uncertain, making it unlikely that preclinical testing will lead to explicit claims about abuse deterrence. For unusual circumstances in which persuasive evidence exists that preclinical results (e.g. PK) can predict human results, and when such information might be informative to clinicians, description of adequate and well controlled preclinical studies in the product label can be considered.

**V. Claims based on human abuse liability studies**

Human abuse liability studies typically consist of multiple-period, complete or incomplete, within-subject crossover designs conducted in small groups of individuals that are experienced in the recreational use of a specific class of drug of abuse. Such studies typically assess whether single doses of active drug, tested at several doses, produce ratings of subjective endpoints assumed to predict real-world drug-taking behavior. However, human abuse liability studies generate surrogate measures that are intended to predict real-world abuse rather than provide actual measurements of real-world abuse; thus explicit claims of abuse deterrence based on such studies are generally not appropriate. Nonetheless, under certain conditions, and pending real-
world assessments of actual abuse, inclusion of such studies in the product label may be considered. Descriptions of human abuse liability studies in the product label, even in the absence of an inference about actual abuse, may provide reliable data to clinicians on the possibility of abuse deterrence; these should be included only if evaluation of actual abuse deterrence in the community is being planned or is ongoing. In other words, inclusion of the description of such a study in the label should be regarded as the first stage of a multi-stage process aimed at generating data to support or refute the implication of the abuse liability assessment; the confirmatory studies would then form the basis on which the appropriateness of continuing to include such descriptions is periodically re-evaluated. For example, a human abuse liability study that demonstrates lower euphoria ratings when an ADF is administered via the intravenous route could be considered for inclusion in the product label. However, continued inclusion of these study results in the label should be contingent on the findings of studies being actively conducted in the community (e.g. large controlled trials, registry studies, epidemiologic studies) to test the hypothesis that, relative to a reference product, the ADF is abused less by the intravenous route.

In determining whether results of a human abuse liability study are appropriate for inclusion in the package insert, the following considerations are important:

- Studies are conducted according to current standards, are typically randomized, are double-blinded, and include a comparator (e.g. placebo) for assay sensitivity.
- The derivative dosage form(s) evaluated (i.e. the “tampered” form of the ADF) are relevant to the types of tampering likely to occur.
- Studies demonstrating that one form of tampering yields a derivative dosage form that produces minimal euphoria are not of great value if the product can be readily prepared differently to produce greater euphoria.
- Studies that address common forms of tampering are more relevant than studies to evaluate uncommon forms of tampering.
- Data that support protection against only one form of tampering are incomplete if the product is highly vulnerable to other forms of tampering; in other words, a comprehensive battery of such studies, aimed at establishing that one advantage is not negated by other important disadvantages, should be considered for inclusion in the label.
- The reference drug has been carefully selected: for example, a demonstration that an ADF has lower abuse liability than a highly abused reference product, or a product that has been removed from the market, may not be persuasive.
- Outcome measures are valid and reliable, as with any clinical trial\(^{25}\), with particular reference to predictive validity.
- Differences observed in the clinical trial are not only statistically significant but also have clinical significance\(^{26}\).


Examples:
Human liability tests and related labeling statements: Sustained release (SR) oxycodone + capsaicin is being developed as an ADF. Scientific studies designed to provide evidence of abuse deterrence for SR-oxycodone+capsaicin may include: i) human abuse liability studies on the untampered ADF (SR oxycodone+capsaicin vs. reference SR oxycodone), ii) human abuse liability studies on the tampered ADF (chewed SR oxycodone+capsaicin vs. chewed reference product); benchtop test results could direct the specific aspect of the tampered product that is most important to focus on with regard to abuse. The specific design may be affected by PK of the drug/formulation, route of administration (i.e., intravenous, PO, etc.), study population (e.g. opioid-dependent vs. non-dependent), and expertise needed for extraction.

Labeling statement: “Euphoria ratings for SR-oxycodone+capsaicin were lower than for control drug oxycodone SR at doses from x to y mg.”

Labeling statement: “Self administration of SR-oxycodone+capsaicin was lower than for control drug oxycodone SR.”

V d. Claims based on measuring abuse in clinical trials of analgesia
Prescription opioid abuse is a problem among both patients (individuals prescribed the medication for appropriate therapeutic indications) and non-patients (individuals who are not prescribed the medication but obtain it outside the legitimate prescriber-patient relationship for psychoactive purposes). Rates of abuse can be monitored and, under appropriate conditions, conclusions can potentially be drawn about the relative abuse rate of one product compared to another in clinical trials conducted in patients that require a product for analgesia. Here we discuss several of conditions that must be met in order to draw scientifically valid conclusions from such studies.

An important prerequisite in the design of clinical trials that produce valid results is that the measures used must be relevant. Construct-related validity refers to whether a scale used in a study actually measures or correlates with the theorized construct or phenomenon that is intended to be measured\(^25\). A first step toward achieving construct-related validity is to clearly spell out the construct that the study is attempting to measure. For instance, the term “abuse” is used inconsistently, and requires a clear and relevant definition for a specific clinical trial: it could be defined as any use of a drug for the purpose of producing euphoria\(^10\), intake of the product by a specific method (crushing and swallowing, or dissolving and injecting), administering the product after any form of tampering, or, according to DSM-IV, as a type of substance use disorder\(^27\). Moreover, during a clinical trial, abuse can relate to the prescribed opioid alone, or also to other substances (e.g. cocaine or marijuana).

The choice of construct may not be straightforward and may require certain trade-offs. The construct should be linked to the properties of the product: for example, measuring overall abuse as the primary endpoint for a product that only inhibits one very specific form of abuse (e.g. crushing and snorting) is unlikely to demonstrate benefit; conversely, demonstrating reduced

rates of only a very specific form of abuse, while other forms of abuse are unchanged (or even increased), would have questionable clinical relevance, and therefore questionable relevance for description in a product label.

Once the underlying construct has been defined, the measures employed must relate to this construct, and be fully validated. Currently, there is very limited experience with validation of endpoints for clinical trials that assess abuse liability of opioids in patients with pain, and evidence of validity of any measures chosen must be provided in order to draw valid inferences from the clinical trial. Options have included urine drug monitoring, patient self-report instruments (anonymous or not), observer questionnaires, aberrant behavior checklists, prescription monitoring reports, criminal records, monitoring for specific adverse events, and various composites of the above. The magnitude of a difference between groups on the outcome measure in question must also be clinically important.

Sample size requirements for such trials will depend on the rate of the event in question (e.g., abuse) and on the chosen primary outcome measure, in the population to be studied. Uncommon events require large sample sizes; sample sizes may be smaller when studying populations that are at higher risk for the event of interest (such as patients with previous addiction problems), but the smaller samples then lead to trade-offs in terms of generalizability to lower risk populations. Increased event rates and greater clinical relevance may be achievable with longer duration of follow-up, but also with obvious trade-offs. Descriptions of the results of such studies in product labels, if appropriate, should be focused on the specifics of the population studied and methods employed.

Use of an appropriate comparator(s) is important not only to demonstrate a relative reduction in abuse rate, but also to document the absence of any trade-offs in terms of therapeutic effects (e.g. onset, duration, degree of analgesia), safety issues, etc. Utilizing single products as comparators has the advantage of yielding more homogeneous data, but the relevance of the results to a specific product that may or not be marketed in the future are limited, and also leaves unanswered the question of relative abuse liability compared to other therapeutic options.

Difficult ethical considerations may arise in the design of such studies. For example, continuing to prescribe a product to a patient who is known to the study to be abusing that product may not be appropriate. Anonymous outcome data may increase accuracy of reporting, but may not be medically appropriate in all circumstances. Other issues will, no doubt, also arise in the future.

Example:
Measuring abuse in clinical trials of analgesia and related labeling statements: An active controlled (innovator against reformulation) trial of 6 months duration conducted on a population at high risk for diversion or abuse (e.g., chronic pain patients that abuse oxycodone). Exclusion: active addiction. Primary outcome measures may include aberrant behaviors checklist, evidence of diversion/misuse; other measures may include patterns of adverse effect, results of quantitative urine testing, evidence of tampering, measures of liking, overdoses, and other indicators of drug use. Meaningful differences in outcome between use of innovator vs. reformulation could yield the following:
**Labeling statement:** “The rate of abuse [as defined in the study] was lower with [ADF] than with [innovator] in a clinical trial of patients with pain [further defined].”

**Ve. Claims based on Alcohol interactions**

Alcohol and prescription opioids interact to produce a number of serious public health consequences. The risk of opioid overdose is thought to be higher in the setting of concomitant alcohol ingestion, which can occur in the context of intentional abuse or therapeutic use of opioids. Concomitant ingestion of alcohol and prescription opioids occurs commonly among victims of opioid poisoning, and is endorsed by approximately 1 in 25 college students per year\(^{28,29}\). Because of this, package inserts for all prescription opioids warn against co-ingestion of alcohol. The risk of developing alcoholism is higher in prescription opioid addicts than in the general population, and conversely, the potential for developing prescription opioid addiction is greater in alcoholics than in the general population.

Diminishing the impact of alcohol-opioid interactions is therefore a public health goal, and formulation approaches can potentially contribute to a solution. At a minimum, formulations should be designed to not release their active ingredient at an accelerated pace (or “dose dump”) in the context of a concomitant alcohol ingestion\(^{30}\). Additionally, formulations for prescribed opioids can be envisioned that provide added safety by releasing *substantially less* active ingredient in the setting of alcohol co-ingestion than would normally be released, by producing *aversive reactions* to co-ingested alcohol, or via use of other positive forms for deterring co-ingestion of alcohol with the opioid.

The body of evidence to demonstrate that a particular formulation is “alcohol deterrent” recapitulates the five categories of data (see IV above) that can be applied to demonstrate the overall abuse deterrence of a formulation: *in vitro*, preclinical, human pharmacology, analgesic clinical trial, and epidemiology.

Tests of *in vitro* dissolution, as well as of extractability, are critical for establishing interactions of an ADF with alcohol. Correspondence between *in vitro* tests and human pharmacology experiments is inexact\(^{31}\), and the potential for an adverse pharmacodynamic interaction exists even in the absence of a pharmacokinetic interaction: removing alcohol warnings from prescription opioid labels will thus not be possible. However, properly designed *in vitro* studies that show absence of dose dumping with alcohol may be considered for the package insert. A labeling statement implying that a product is “alcohol resistant”, or inhibits the release of API in

\(^{28}\) Compton WM, & Volkow ND. Major increases in opioid analgesic abuse in the United States: Concerns and strategies. Drug and Alcohol Dependence 2006; 81, 103-107.


the presence of alcohol, should be confirmed with human pharmacology studies (akin to bioequivalence studies) before inclusion in a product label. General principles of implicit vs. explicit labeling for abuse deterrence would also apply to “alcohol deterrence” in all cases.

Examples:

**Labeling statement:** “*In vitro tests demonstrate that there is no acceleration of release of active ingredient from Product X when dissolved in concentrations of ethanol ranging from 0-100%.*”

**Labeling statement:** “*In vitro tests demonstrate that there is inhibition of release of active ingredient from Product Y when dissolved in concentrations of ethanol ranging from 4-100%, with a maximum of 50% of label claim released in the first two hours of dissolution.*”

The study of alcohol interactions in human clinical pharmacology experiments may be complex, with assessments of bioequivalence (with and without alcohol; fasted subjects, 240 ml of 40% ethanol, within 15 minutes of ingestion) needed for each active constituent in the ADF. Interpretation of such studies is limited by a number of factors, including, but not limited to, the following: (i) clinical relevance of plasma concentrations of either ethanol or opioids is subject to wide variability, and pharmacodynamic endpoints, such as markers of respiratory depression, are generally necessary to establish such relevance; (ii) for either pharmacokinetic or pharmacodynamic endpoints, shifts in group means of may be less relevant than the proportion of “outliers”; study endpoints should thus explicitly assess the proportion of individuals meeting clinically meaningful safety endpoints; (iii) in pharmacology studies, clinical relevance of the endpoints for predicting population effects is generally unknown; therefore justification must be provided for the clinical relevance of any endpoints; and (iv) the clinical relevance of study conditions (amount of alcohol, amount of opioid, etc.) must be relevant to the risk situation that the study is attempting to illuminate. Despite these methodological challenges, however, results of human pharmacology studies that are carefully designed and conducted can be considered for description in the package insert.

Example:

**Labeling statement:** “*A human clinical study of alcohol interaction study was conducted in order to compare Product X to equivalent doses of a reference extended-release oxycodone product, under test conditions that involved co-ingestion with 240ml of 4, 20, 40, and 100% ethanol. Plasma concentrations of active ingredient, and pharmacodynamic endpoints indicative of potential respiratory depression, were statistically and clinically lower with Product X. See Table for details.*”

As for all ADFs, “real world” clinical data are ultimately required to understand the relevance of findings from in vitro, preclinical, or human pharmacology experiments. Consideration may be given to large clinical trials of individuals at risk for negative health events from concomitant ingestion of alcohol and prescription opioids, with full consideration of subject safety and other ethical and scientific issues as discussed above. Epidemiologic studies are likely to be ultimately required to fully understand the impact of an “alcohol resistant” formulation.
Example:

Labeling statement: “In a large registry study of patients with chronic pain who were prescribed various opioids, patients prescribed Product X experienced a statistically and clinically significantly lower incidence of events attributed to alcohol-opioid co-ingestion compared to a group of reference products, adjusted for baseline risk of such events. See Table for details.”

V f. Claims based on Epidemiological Studies

Most prescription opioid abuse appears to occur among individuals who are not patients, i.e. they have not received their opioids from a prescriber for therapeutic purposes; thus clinical trials for pain alone cannot fully assess abuse. Epidemiologic studies are needed to provide an overall picture of the abuse of a product. Furthermore, patient registries, claims studies, and other clinical studies considered to be epidemiologic studies, may provide a fuller picture even of abuse among patients than can be derived from clinical trials alone. A complete picture of the abuse of a specific product thus requires epidemiologic studies as a prerequisite for any explicit claim about abuse-deterrence. Moreover, since each type of study will have limitations, it is likely that several types of studies, each complementing the flaws of the others, will be necessary to provide a valid and robust picture of the abuse of a specific prescription opioid.

Most conditions needed for a valid clinical trial [section V d] also apply to epidemiologic studies, as do a variety of methodological issues. A major challenge is how to address confounding by indication; in other words, when individuals are non-randomly assigned to treatment, patients may be unequally distributed for factors that relate to the outcome of interest, thus biasing results. And in population-based studies, the environmental fallacy must also be addressed, namely that regional availability of a specific product may not equate to availability to an individual; these are but two examples; design of epidemiologic studies should be done with appropriate expert input. Bearing these issues in mind several types of label statements can be considered.

Examples:

Labeling statement: “Product X has been shown to be associated with lower prevalence of abuse[define] in a population-based study than other formulations containing the same active ingredient(s).”

Labeling statement: “Product X has been shown to be associated with lower prevalence of [route of administration] abuse than other formulations containing the same active ingredient(s).”

The design of post-approval patient studies to support these labels should include appropriate active comparators, indicators of abuse/addiction, indicators of diversion, active safety surveillance (including incidence of adverse effects), and surveillance of active effectiveness. Patient stratification according to known risk factors for abuse and co-morbidities, along with condition-based (rather than only product-based) Registry studies, may also be informative; these should be designed according to existing FDA guidelines.

V g. Miscellaneous claims

In certain cases labeling statements may not flow from a specific category of evidence, but may nevertheless be based on the extent to which the product deters abuse. Companies should be
alerted to specific parts of the label that can be modified according to unique properties of the new formulation. The following types of information that may be included in the Package insert:

- For agonist/antagonist combination (in Clinical Pharmacology section): *Summary of PK studies showing bioavailability - or lack thereof - of antagonist by oral route*, studies to demonstrate bioavailability of antagonist by intranasal route (after crushing).

- For agonist/antagonist combination (in Animal Pharmacology/Toxicology section): *Summary of non-clinical studies to support dose of antagonist that would precipitate withdrawal.*

**Examples:**

Labeling statement for agonist/antagonist combination (in CMC – Description section): “An opiate antagonist [name] has been added to this formulation in an attempt to deter abuse by the intravenous route.”

Labeling statement (in Warning section) “**WARNING. This product should only be administered orally. It contains an opiate antagonist which, if administered intravenously (or intranasally) may precipitate opiate withdrawal.**”
VI. PROCESS ISSUES

A timeline for the key regulatory interactions during drug development is presented in Table 2. Comments are provided with respect to the role of each meeting in contributing towards the ultimate inclusion of evidence-based labeling language related to abuse deterrence in the product label.

**Table 2: Timeline for key regulatory interactions**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Meeting</th>
<th>Objective</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre-IND</td>
<td>• Discuss product strategy</td>
<td>• Understand product development strategy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Early regulatory input</td>
<td>• Rudimentary discussion of labeling plan for appropriateness of studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EOP-2</td>
<td>• Track progress</td>
<td>• Discuss progress against development hurdles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Develop future plans</td>
<td>• Phase 3 protocol development, validity of endpoints and designs, labeling criteria, possible SPA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mid-Phase III</td>
<td>• Discuss challenges</td>
<td>• Review data and discuss deviations from original plan, discuss implementation issues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Refine studies</td>
<td>• Implications of changing scientific or public health realities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-NDA</td>
<td>• Discuss data</td>
<td>• Broad overview of trial results, assessment of data appropriateness and quality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Submission criteria</td>
<td>• Review proposed labeling language against study results</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Clarify format and readiness of application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Request Fast Track or Priority Review status</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Feedback on REMS and the design of post-marketing studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-marketing/REMS*</td>
<td>• Review REMS</td>
<td>• Review detailed design of post-marketing studies with intended labeling language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Review post-marketing studies for labeling</td>
<td>• Review results of such studies and final proposed labeling language</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Series of meetings.
EOP2: End of Phase 2; NDA: New Drug Approval; REMS: Risk Evaluation and Mitigation Strategy; SPA: special protocol assessment.
Expediency in identifying and resolving problems during the development process is critically dependent on an open dialog between the FDA and industry sponsors. Clarity of communication between FDA and sponsors will be particularly important in the area of ADFs, where the scientific issues are rapidly evolving, as are clinical realities that impact study design and interpretation. A number of specific implications for ADFs can be gleaned from Table 2. FDA has committed to considering Fast Track or Priority Review status to formulations with the potential to deter abuse, and this should be considered routinely for such products. Also, labeling claims for ADFs will rely to a great extent on studies that may be conducted in the post-marketing arena. Opportunities exist pre-NDA for agreeing on Phase IIIb or Phase IV studies that are designed to support abuse-deterrent labeling, that can be proposed under the umbrella of enforceable REMS obligations, and that may be reviewed post-marketing in the context of required REMS-related meetings.

VII. SUMMARY

This background paper offers a blueprint for initiating a meaningful dialog between the FDA and industry sponsors, in order to facilitate commercialization of new formulations that are targeted towards reducing the scourge of POA.
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